
Acrostic

What is an acrostic? Here’s a quick and simple definition:

An acrostic is a piece of writing in which a particular set of
letters—typically the first letter of each line, word, or
paragraph—spells out a word or phrase with special
significance to the text. Acrostics are most commonly written
as a form of poetry, but they can also be found in prose or
used as word puzzles.

Some additional key details about acrostics:

• While the most common type of acrostic is one formed by the
initial letters of each line, there are many different types of
acrostics with letters in different positions.

• The word that is spelled out in an acrostic is called the acrostich.
The acrostich typically bears a special meaning in relation to the
content of the acrostic, such as revealing the name of the poem's
subject or the name of its author.

• Acrostic poems may be written in meter or in free verse, with or
without rhyme.

AcrAcrosostic Prtic Pronunciaonunciationtion
Here's how to pronounce acrostic: uh-krkrahssahss-tik

TTypes of Acrypes of Acrosostic Ptic Poemsoems
In the most common type of acrostic poems, the initial letter of each
line forms a word. This type of acrostic is simply called an acrostic.

RRoses are red,
OOranges yummy,
SSugar's a sweet,
EElixir in my tummy.

But other types of acrostic, with more specialized locations of the
letters that spell out the word or phrase, do have special names:

• TTeleselestich:tich: An acrostic in which the last letters of each line spell a
word or message.

• MesosMesostich:tich: An acrostic in which the middles of words or lines
form a word or message.

• Double AcrDouble Acrosostic:tic: An acrostic in which words are spelled by both
the first and last letters of each line, so that one word can be read
vertically down the left side of the poem and another word can be
read vertically down the right side of the poem.

• AbecAbecedarian:edarian: An acrostic that, instead of spelling a word, spells
the alphabet. Chaucer's poem "La Priere de Nostre Dame" is an

example of an abecedarian acrostic. This type of acrostic may
also be referred to as an abecedarius.

In addition to these named forms, acrostics can be non-standard. For
example, some acrostics spell out words using neither the first nor
last letters of a line, but rather by emphasizing letters in different
places.

RRoses are red,
Vioolets are blue,
Sugar is ssweet,
And so aree you.

DecDecoding Acroding Acrososticstics
The level of difficulty in decoding the hidden message of an acrostic
varies widely, and that difficulty depends on how carefully the author
has hidden it or, conversely, how deliberately he or she has revealed
it. In many cases, it's easy to recognize the word being spelled in the
acrostic because the important letters are capitalized or bolded and
they fall at the beginning of each line. In other cases, the author may
have intended for the acrostic to be harder to solve, leading them to
insert the important letters more subtly by embedding them
somewhere other than the first word of each line or leaving the letters
lower-case. Put another way: an acrostic may be a show, in which the
author wants you to see it at once, or a puzzle that the author is
content to have some people find and other's not.

AcrAcrosostics vs. Acrtics vs. Acronymsonyms
Acrostics are in some ways similar to acronyms, in that both involve
the isolation of individual letters to make a new word. Just as a poem
might form the acrostich "Rose" from the first letters of its four lines,
so is the acronym POPOTUTUSS made by taking the first letters of "PPresident
oof tthe UUnited SStates." However, acrostics and acronyms are not the
same, for two reasons:

• RReeal wal worords vs. madeds vs. made-up w-up worords:ds: Acrostics must form real words
or names (or at the very least spell out the letters of the alphabet).
In contrast, acronyms can be made up words. For example,
POTUS isn't really a word, it's just an acronym that makes it easier
to refer to the President of the United States. Acronyms can form
real words, such as ACT UP, the acronym for an important activist
group of the 1980's that was otherwise known as "AIDS Coalition
to Unleash Power," but they don't have to.

• ArtisArtistic merit vs. prtic merit vs. pracactictical use:al use: The more significant difference
between acronyms and acrostics is that while acronyms have a
practical purpose—whether as a mnemonic or to make it easier to
refer to things more quickly—acrostics have been regarded, to
varying degrees at different moments in history, as a form of
writing with literary value.
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AcrAcrosostics Thrtics Through Hisough Histtororyy
The earliest examples of acrostics can be found in the Hebrew Bible.
Several passages in the book of Psalms begin with letters of the
alphabet, forming an abecedarian acrostic (an acrostic that spells out
the entire alphabet). The first examples of non-abecedarian acrostics
come from ancient Greece, where the Erythraean Sybil (an oracle
from the ancient Greek town of Erythrae) was known to write her
prophesies on leaves and arrange them so that the first letters would
spell out a word. Later, acrostics were commonly used in medieval
literature to encode a secret message—for example, to disclose the
name of the poet or the name of the poem's subject, especially in
cases where the subject of the poem was a secret lover. Today,
however, acrostics have lost some of the literary prestige they once
enjoyed in the past. Instead, they are now often considered to be
juvenile, or useful primarily as a comedic form.

In the examples below, the letters that form the acrostich (the
acrostic's hidden message) are boldbold.

AcrAcrosostic in Ltic in Leewis Carrwis Carroll'oll's "s "AcrAcrosostic"tic"
This poem by Lewis Carroll spells out the names of three sisters:
Lorina, Alice, and Edith. Alice was purportedly the real-life inspiration
for Carroll's book Alice's Adventures in Wonderland.

LLittle maidens, when you look
OOn this little story-book,
RReading with attentive eye
IIts enticing history,
NNever think that hours of play
AAre your only HOLIDAY,
AAnd that in a HOUSE of joy
LLessons serve but to annoy:
IIf in any HOUSE you find
CChildren of a gentle mind,
EEach the others pleasing ever—
EEach the others vexing never—
DDaily work and pastime daily
IIn their order taking gaily—
TThen be very sure that they
HHave a life of HOLIDAY.

AcrAcrosostic in Naboktic in Nabokoov'v's "The Vs "The Vane Sisane Sistterers"s"
While acrostics are most often found in poetry, Vladimir Nabokov's
short story "The Vane Sisters" contains an example of an acrostic
formed with prose. In "The Vane Sisters," a short story which is about
a professor who becomes fascinated with acrostics, the first letters of
each word in the story's final paragraph spell out the phrase, "Icicles
by Cynthia; Meter from me, Sybil." While these words may seem like

nonsense if you haven't read the story, they are, in fact, key to
interpreting the story's mysterious plot.

II ccould iisolate, cconsciously, llittle. EEverything sseemed
bblurred, yyellow-cclouded, yyielding nnothing ttangible. HHer iinept
aacrostics, mmaudlin eevasions, ttheopathies—eevery rrecollection
fformed rripples oof mmysterious mmeaning. EEverything sseemed
yyellowly bblurred, iillusive, llost.

AcrAcrosostic in Chauctic in Chaucer'er's "La Priers "La Priere de Nose de Nostrtre Dame"e Dame"
Commonly referred to as "Chaucer's ABC's," this poem is an example
of the sub-genre of acrostic known as abecedarian poetry, in which
the first letters of each stanza spell the alphabet in sequence.

AALMIGHTY and all-merciable Queen,
To whom all this world fleeth for succour...

BBounty so fix'd hath in thy heart his tent,
That well I wot thou wilt my succour be...

CComfort is none, but in you, Lady dear!
For lo! my sin and my confusion...

AcrAcrosostic in Blaktic in Blake'e's "Ls "London"ondon"
This poem by William Blake puts a special emphasis on the sounds of
London's cityscape, such as the cries of the chimneysweeps and the
sighs of the soldiers. In the third stanza, the initial letters of each line
form an acrostic that spells the word "HEAR," which underscores the
speaker's fixation on the sounds in his environment. This is an
example of acrostic being used in just one stanza of a poem—the
remainder of the poem does not contain acrostics.

HHow the Chimney-sweepers cry
EEvery blackning Church appalls,
AAnd the hapless Soldiers sigh
RRuns in blood down Palace walls

AcrAcrosostic in Cagtic in Cage'e's "Ovs "Overpopulaerpopulation and Art"tion and Art"
John Cage was a hugely influential experimental composer and poet
who, toward the end of his life, became interested in writing acrostic
poems in which the key letters were placed in the middles of lines
instead of at the beginnings—a form known as mesostich poetry. The
following excerpt is the beginning of one of the last poems Cage
wrote in his lifetime, "Overpopulation and Art." The long mesostich
poem, written in free verse, spells out the words of the title,
"overpopulation and art," twenty times (the number of letters in the
title). The excerpt below shows just one of the twenty cycles of the
poem.

abOOut 1948 or 50 the number of people
liVVing

all at oncEE
equaled the numbeRR who had ever lived at any time all
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added together
the PPresent as far as numbers

gOO
became equal to the PPast

we are now in the fUUture
it is something eLLse

hAAs
iTT doubled

has IIt quadrupled
all we nOOw

kNNow for sure is
the deAAd

are iNN the minority
they are outnumbereDD by us who're living

whAAt does this do to
ouRR

way of communicaTTing...

Acrostics are used to add new dimension to a poem or other text.
They can transform straightforward poetry or prose into a word
puzzle by enlisting the reader to decode a secret message. In
addition, acrostics are often used to spell out names or meanings that
are associated with the text but that have not been said outright—this
can be used for comedic effect, to tell a secret, or to give
supplemental information. Acrostics can also make poems easier to
remember or memorize, as their messages can function as
mnemonic devices that help a reader to recall the remainder of each
line. For this reason, acrostics are commonly used in children's
poetry.

• The Wikipedia Page on Acrostic: A somewhat technical
explanation, including various helpful examples.

• The dictionary definition of Acrostic: A basic definition that
includes a bit on the etymology of acrostic.

• An article that gives the history of alphabet poems (including Old
Icelandic poems written in runes), with many examples.

• An article on acrostics as love poems in colonial Williamsburg:
"For the young men and women of Williamsburg in 1768, acrostic
verses were the equivalent of pop songs and Hallmark cards."

• A reading of John Cage's long mesostich poem, "Overpopulation
and Art"
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